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Direct Laser Acceleration (DLA)
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Shortly after lasers were invented it was suggested to 
use them to accelerate particles. 

Koichi Shimoda, Applied Optics 1 (1), 33 (1961) 

Koichi Shimoda
Appl. Opt. 1 (1), 33-35 (1962)





New acceleration techniques
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The	direct	laser	accelerator	(DLA)	in	which	the	accelerating	
field	is	driven	by	a	short	laser	pulse	in	a	dielectric	structure	

The	dielectric	wakefield	accelerator	(DWA)	in	which	
wakefields	are	driven	in	a	dielectric	tube	by	a	high	current	
particle	bunch	

The	plasma	wakefield	accelerator	(PWFA)	in	which	a	
plasma	wave	is	driven	in	the	wake	of	a	high	current	particle	
bunch	

The	laser	wakefield	accelerator	(LWFA)	in	which	a	plasma	
wave	is	driven	in	the	wake	of	an	intense	laser



What has been done: Part 1  
Acceleration Experiments with a 
Dielectric Structure
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than an 800-nm gap structure but requires tighter tolerances on the
electron beam.

The NIR pulses, 1.24 6 0.12 ps long, from a regeneratively amplified
Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser are focused to an r.m.s. spot size of
30mm 3 300mm at the interaction point. We use a motorized four-
axis stage for precise alignment of the structure with the electron beam.
Once aligned, the electron beam leaving the structure goes through a
point-to-point focusing spectrometer magnet, which disperses the
outgoing electron beam in energy onto a Kodak Lanex phosphor
screen that is imaged by an intensified CCD (charge-coupled device)
camera. According to particle tracking simulations, 2.2% of the 60-
MeV beam is transmitted through the vacuum channel of the 400-nm
gap structure (see Methods). A segment of the spectrometer screen
focusing on this transmitted distribution is shown in Fig. 2a. The
horizontal axis represents beam energy, and the entire image spans
240 keV. The central pixel location of the 60-MeV beam is taken as the
reference point, corresponding to zero energy deviation (DE).

The spectrometer image in Fig. 2a is a median filtered average of a
dozen shots. The least-squares fit to the distribution of electrons scat-
tered by the fused silica substrate and the grating teeth has been removed
from this image to emphasize the transmitted distribution (see Methods).
A similarly averaged set of laser-on spectrometer images within 0.5 ps
of the optimal timing overlap for laser pulses with energy 93mJ per
pulse is shown in Fig. 2b. The white contour in both Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b
denotes the location where the spectral charge density is 4.5% of the
maximum density (at the peak of the scattered distribution). In the
presence of a laser field, there exists a higher charge density on either
side of the original peak at DE 5 0. The white contour shows a sizable
fraction of electrons with maximum energy that is ,60 keV higher
than in the laser-off case.

The laser-induced energy modulation is readily apparent in the energy
spectra (Fig. 2c). Using the fits to these spectra, a maximum energy
shift of 53.1 keV is calculated from the abscissa of the half-width at half-
maximum (HWHM) point in the high-energy tail. We use an analy-
tical interaction model (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3) to
calculate an accelerating gradient from this measurement. Figure 2c
shows the input electron beam distribution used in the model (blue
curve), which is a fit to the measured spectrum in the absence of a laser
field (light blue crosses). The calculated energy modulation (red curve)
agrees with our measurement (pink crosses), and gives a correspond-
ing accelerating gradient of 151.2 MeV m21 for this example. Particle
tracking simulations (black dots; see Methods) at this gradient level give
an independent confirmation of the observed modulated spectrum.

To determine the maximum gradient at a given laser power level, we
measure the energy modulation as the laser pulse is temporally scanned

across the electron beam, forming a cross-correlation signal. A sample
measurement at a laser pulse energy of 91.8 6 1.3mJ over a laser delay
of 6 ps is shown Fig. 3a. The orange circles (laser-off data) show no
variation correlated with laser delay, as expected, and have an r.m.s.
deviation of 4.5 keV, which is taken as the noise floor level of the mea-
surement. The blue circles (laser-on data) show the expected sech2 dis-
tribution with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 1.89 6 0.09 ps,
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Figure 1 | DLA structure and experimental set-up. a, Scanning electron
microscope image of the longitudinal cross-section of a DLA structure
fabricated as depicted in Extended Data Fig. 1a. Scale bar, 2 mm.
b, Experimental set-up. Inset, a diagram of the DLA structure indicating the

field polarization direction and the effective periodic phase reset, depicted as
alternating red (acceleration) and black (deceleration) arrows. A snapshot of
the simulated fields in the structure shows the corresponding spatial
modulation in the vacuum channel. See text for details.
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Figure 2 | Demonstration of energy modulation. a, Image of the transmitted
electron beam on the spectrometer screen, with the laser off. b, As a but when
the laser field is present. c, Energy spectra from a and b showing energy
modulation. A fit (blue curve) to the measured laser-off spectrum (light blue
crosses) is used as input for the simulations. The calculated energy modulation
(red curve) and particle tracking simulations (black dots) agree with our
measured spectrum (pink crosses). Images of the entire spectrometer screen are
shown in Extended Data Fig. 2.
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than an 800-nm gap structure but requires tighter tolerances on the
electron beam.

The NIR pulses, 1.24 6 0.12 ps long, from a regeneratively amplified
Ti:sapphire mode-locked laser are focused to an r.m.s. spot size of
30mm 3 300mm at the interaction point. We use a motorized four-
axis stage for precise alignment of the structure with the electron beam.
Once aligned, the electron beam leaving the structure goes through a
point-to-point focusing spectrometer magnet, which disperses the
outgoing electron beam in energy onto a Kodak Lanex phosphor
screen that is imaged by an intensified CCD (charge-coupled device)
camera. According to particle tracking simulations, 2.2% of the 60-
MeV beam is transmitted through the vacuum channel of the 400-nm
gap structure (see Methods). A segment of the spectrometer screen
focusing on this transmitted distribution is shown in Fig. 2a. The
horizontal axis represents beam energy, and the entire image spans
240 keV. The central pixel location of the 60-MeV beam is taken as the
reference point, corresponding to zero energy deviation (DE).

The spectrometer image in Fig. 2a is a median filtered average of a
dozen shots. The least-squares fit to the distribution of electrons scat-
tered by the fused silica substrate and the grating teeth has been removed
from this image to emphasize the transmitted distribution (see Methods).
A similarly averaged set of laser-on spectrometer images within 0.5 ps
of the optimal timing overlap for laser pulses with energy 93mJ per
pulse is shown in Fig. 2b. The white contour in both Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b
denotes the location where the spectral charge density is 4.5% of the
maximum density (at the peak of the scattered distribution). In the
presence of a laser field, there exists a higher charge density on either
side of the original peak at DE 5 0. The white contour shows a sizable
fraction of electrons with maximum energy that is ,60 keV higher
than in the laser-off case.

The laser-induced energy modulation is readily apparent in the energy
spectra (Fig. 2c). Using the fits to these spectra, a maximum energy
shift of 53.1 keV is calculated from the abscissa of the half-width at half-
maximum (HWHM) point in the high-energy tail. We use an analy-
tical interaction model (see Methods and Extended Data Fig. 3) to
calculate an accelerating gradient from this measurement. Figure 2c
shows the input electron beam distribution used in the model (blue
curve), which is a fit to the measured spectrum in the absence of a laser
field (light blue crosses). The calculated energy modulation (red curve)
agrees with our measurement (pink crosses), and gives a correspond-
ing accelerating gradient of 151.2 MeV m21 for this example. Particle
tracking simulations (black dots; see Methods) at this gradient level give
an independent confirmation of the observed modulated spectrum.

To determine the maximum gradient at a given laser power level, we
measure the energy modulation as the laser pulse is temporally scanned

across the electron beam, forming a cross-correlation signal. A sample
measurement at a laser pulse energy of 91.8 6 1.3mJ over a laser delay
of 6 ps is shown Fig. 3a. The orange circles (laser-off data) show no
variation correlated with laser delay, as expected, and have an r.m.s.
deviation of 4.5 keV, which is taken as the noise floor level of the mea-
surement. The blue circles (laser-on data) show the expected sech2 dis-
tribution with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of 1.89 6 0.09 ps,
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Figure 1 | DLA structure and experimental set-up. a, Scanning electron
microscope image of the longitudinal cross-section of a DLA structure
fabricated as depicted in Extended Data Fig. 1a. Scale bar, 2 mm.
b, Experimental set-up. Inset, a diagram of the DLA structure indicating the

field polarization direction and the effective periodic phase reset, depicted as
alternating red (acceleration) and black (deceleration) arrows. A snapshot of
the simulated fields in the structure shows the corresponding spatial
modulation in the vacuum channel. See text for details.
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Figure 2 | Demonstration of energy modulation. a, Image of the transmitted
electron beam on the spectrometer screen, with the laser off. b, As a but when
the laser field is present. c, Energy spectra from a and b showing energy
modulation. A fit (blue curve) to the measured laser-off spectrum (light blue
crosses) is used as input for the simulations. The calculated energy modulation
(red curve) and particle tracking simulations (black dots) agree with our
measured spectrum (pink crosses). Images of the entire spectrometer screen are
shown in Extended Data Fig. 2.
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Abstract

Structures for Time-Resolved Instrumentation

We would like to acknowledge the support of all 
the groups at PSI involved in the project, in particu-
lar Diagnostics, AMI, Controls and Operations.  

ACHIP is an international collaboration, funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, whose goal is to demonstrate that laser-driven 
accelerator on a chip can be integrated to fully build an accelerator based on dielectric structures. PSI will provide access to the high bright-
ness electron beam of SwissFEL to test structures, approaches and methods towards achieving the final goal of the project.
In this contribution, we will describe the two interaction chambers installed on SwissFEL to perform the proof-of-principle experiments. In 
particular, we will present the positioning system for the samples, the magnets needed to focus the beam to sub-micrometre dimensions 
and the diagnostics to measure beam properties at the interaction point. 

DESY

Injector chamber (low energy)

Load-lock equipped chamber

Switchyard chamber (high energy)

Beam-double pillar structure interaction
Transmitting an electron beam through the small aperture of the 
dielectric structures proposed for the ACHIP project is an experi-
ment in itself. We will use a suitably expanded structure and low 
energy electrons to test the ability to fully transmit the electron 
beam through it. As wakefields could potentially seriously degrade 
the electron beam quality, we will evaluate the effect of the inter-
action of the electron beam with the double pillar structure, by 
measuring the emittance and energy distribution after the interac-
tion, for different bunch charges and electron beam lengths. 

Processional magnetization reversal of ferromagnets
Modern magnetic recording technology demands operational speeds far beyond the nanosecond regime, which require the investigation 
of magnetic excitations on a time scale much shorter than the spin lattice relaxation time (~100 ps). The experiment would provide a visual 
demonstration of switching on picosecond timescales for in-plane and out of plane magnetic nanostructures, by using the electron beam 
field as the magnetic pulse excitation. After exposure to the electron beam, the samples will be measured using scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The samples inserted in the SwissFEL electron beam were 25 nm 
thick in-plane magnetized Ni80Fe20 Py islands of length 500 nm and width 250 nm.

Radiation hardness testing of dielectrics
To consider dielectric structures as the basis for a linear electron accelerator of significant current, the effect of sending a high-power elec-
tron beam through the micron-scale apertures typical in optical scale dielectric accelerators must be fully understood. In addition to the 
effects of wakefields and Coulomb repulsion on the beam, the beam-induced damage on the dielectric material itself needs to be studied. 
Therefore, the 350 MeV electron beam at the SwissFEL injector chamber has been used to study the radiation hardness of the materials pro-
posed to be the components of DLAs, e.g. Al2O3, SiC, and Si, by placing directly in the path of the electron beam. The materials have been 
examined for signs of structural damage under an optical microscope and an SEM. 

Test of wire-scanners with sub-μm resolution
This experiment aimed at testing the prototype of a wire scanner 
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution. The geometrical resolution 
of a standard wire scanner depends on the wire width: the smaller 
the width, the higher the resolution. Instead of metallic wires 
stretched onto a wire-fork, the prototypes were fabricated using 
nanotechnology fabrication techniques, based on electron beam 
lithography on a Silicon chip with a central Si3N4 membrane. On 
the membrane two metal (Au or Ni) wires are electroplated. The 
improvement of the resolution is critical for the ACHIP project as in 
the high-energy chamber experiment the electron beam will have 
sub-μm size. In the experiments we tested UH-vacuum and radia-
tion robustness, as well as performing transverse profile measure-
ments with the smallest beam sizes possible. Comparison with a 
traditional a 5μm W wire has also been performed.

Longitudinal and transverse phase space of the e-beam at IP

Availability: start of 2018

Optics for IP and spectrometer

Permanent magnet quadrupoleExperiments in the injector chamber

conventional

conventional
Electron	beam	>>	structure



What has been done: Part 2 
Acceleration of “occasional single electrons”
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Breuer et al.,
PRST-AB 17, 021301 (2014)

radiation source [21,22] at a metal grating of 250 μm
period, but acceleration gradients were too small (keV=m)
to compete with rf accelerators. Our proof-of-concept
experiment exploits this effect in the vicinity of a dielectric
grating structure. The difference to the originally proposed
inverse Smith-Purcell effect is that here the grating modes
are excited in transmission as opposed to reflection [20].
The dielectric grating used in our experiment is directly

compatible with the double grating structures proposed by
Plettner et al. [9,23–26]. Recently, dielectric laser accel-
eration of relativistic electrons has been observed at SLAC
[27], in parallel with our demonstration of nonrelativistic
electron acceleration at a similar structure [28]. Because of
the intercompatibility of the two experiments, an all-optical
laser-driven accelerator, including nonrelativistic and rela-
tivistic sections, seems now feasible. In this paper we
present a detailed overview of our experiment, including
setup, simulations, and results.

II. THEORY

Particle acceleration at a grating is based on the
diffraction of laser light oscillating with a frequency
f ¼ c=λ, with c the speed of light and λ the laser wave-
length. The diffracted light field is associated with evan-
escent modes, also known as spatial harmonics, in close
vicinity of the grating surface. The nth spatial harmonic is

characterized by n oscillations per grating period λp [n ¼ 3
in Figs. 1(a–c)]. Therefore, it propagates along the grating
surface with a phase velocity vph ¼ fλp=n ¼ cλp=ðnλÞ.
Hence, particles with the velocity v ¼ βc ¼ vph can surf
on and continuously interact with this synchronous mode.
This yields the synchronicity condition [25]

β ¼
λp
nλ

: (1)

By solving the wave equation ðc2∇2 − ∂2=∂t2ÞE⃗ðr⃗; tÞ ¼ 0,
it can be shown that the field strength falls off exponentially
with increasing distance from the grating surface with a
decay constant

Γ ¼ βγλ
2π

; (2)

with γ ¼ 1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 − β2

p
[26]. Because of the field geometry of

the synchronous mode the particle can experience accel-
eration, deceleration, or deflection, depending on its relative
position inside the field [Figs. 1(a–c)]. The effect of all other
asynchronous spatial harmonics averages to zero over time.
As nonrelativistic electrons significantly change speed

during the acceleration they may run out of phase and
eventually become decelerated again. Therefore, in future
experiments the grating period needs to be adaptively

FIG. 1 (color online). (a–c) Three consecutive snapshots in time (a quarter optical period apart) of the electric field distribution of the
third spatial harmonic (blue arrows) above a grating (light blue structure). This surface wave, excited by a linearly polarized laser from
below (red arrows), propagates synchronously with the charged particles (numbered circles) along the grating surface. Here the charged
particles are assumed to be positrons. Depending on the relative position of the positron inside the field the force can lead to either
acceleration (1), deceleration (2), or deflection (3,4), as indicated by the blue arrows and the color shading. (d) Electron microscope
image of the fused silica grating that is located on top of a mesa, 20 μm above the substrate. The closeup shows the grating with a grating
period λp ¼ 750 nm, a trench width of 325 nm, and a depth of 280 nm. (e) Top view of the mesa with a width of 25 μm.

BREUER et al. Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 021301 (2014)

021301-2

increased to stay in phase with the accelerating electrons.
Otherwise, without changing the grating period, dephasing
limits the distance over which electrons can be accelerated.
From our calculations we infer that this acceleration
distance is about 25 μm for acceleration gradients below
25 MeV=m for 30 keV electrons (β ¼ 0.33). Extensive
simulation results and implications are reported in [29].

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A. Overview

Two schematic overviews of the experimental setup are
shown in Fig. 2. The electron beam passes through the
interaction region where it interacts with the evanescent
field excited at the grating surface by laser pulses imping-
ing from behind. The electrons enter a retarding field
spectrometer. Accelerated electrons that pass the spectrom-
eter are deflected by a magnetic field and are detected with
a microchannel plate detector (MCP). The beam is
deflected to reduce the background signal at the detector,
as will be discussed below. A camera, placed outside the
vacuum chamber, can be used to observe the MCP counts.
We use a Titanium:sapphire long-cavity oscillator with a

repetition rate frep ¼ 2.7 MHz, a center wavelength

λ ¼ 787 nm, a pulse duration τp ¼ 110 fs, and a pulse
energy of 160 nJ (450 mW average output power) as the
laser source [30]. A typical spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.
The laser pulses are focused with an achromatic spherical
lens with focal length of 30 mm onto the grating with a
focal waist radius wl of ð9.0# 0.4Þ μm. A microscope
objective is used to monitor the laser focal spot size and
position relative to the grating and electron beam and is also
placed inside the vacuum chamber.

B. Grating

The fused silica grating [Figs. 1(d) and 1(e)] has been
manufactured using electron beam and laser lithography in
combination with reactive ion etching. With the laser
wavelength of 787 nm, a grating period of 250 nm is
needed to accelerate Ekin ¼ 27:9 keV electrons (β ¼ 0.32)
using the first spatial harmonic. Because of a lower bound
of λp ≳ 600 nm set by the manufacturer [31], we chose a
grating period of λp ¼ 750 nm and hence use the third
spatial harmonic, as depicted in Figs. 1(a–c). The grating is
located on top of a mesa (size: 2 mm × 35 μm × 20 μm)
that sits on top of the substrate (size: 3 mm×
20 mm × 1 mm). This mesa structure allows spatial access
to the grating and therefore the electron beam focus can

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Conceptual picture of the electron acceleration detection. Electrons (blue trajectory) are emitted from an
electron column (left) and interact with the laser pulses (red line), derived from a Titanium:sapphire oscillator, at the fused silica grating.
A microscope objective is used to monitor the position of the laser focus. The electrons pass through a retarding field spectrometer,
which blocks all unaccelerated electrons (counter voltage UG), and are detected with a MCP. The trajectory entering the spectrometer is
drawn as slightly offcenter to illustrate the effect of the retarding field. A magnetic field B⃗ deflects the electrons around an x-ray beam
stop to separate them from high energy photons originating inside the electron column. A time-to-digital converter (TDC) is used to
measure the time delay Δt between a detector event and the following laser pulse. This way, a signal of accelerated electrons appears at a
fixed Δt in a histogram while background counts are distributed equally over all delays (inset). (b) Technical drawing of the
experimental setup with zoom-in of the grating and interaction region. The experiment is placed inside a vacuum chamber (base flange
size DN 350 CF) evacuated to ∼5 × 10−7 mbar. The microscope objective (xyz-degrees of freedom), the spectrometer (yz-degrees of
freedom) and the grating mount (xyz-degrees of freedom) can be positioned relatively to the electron beam with motorized translation
stages. Additionally, the grating can be fine positioned with stick-slip piezoelectric actuators (translation in z-direction and rotation in
xz-plane). The achromatic lens which is used to focus the laser pulses can be manually positioned with a compact dovetail linear stage.

DIELECTRIC LASER ACCELERATION OF … Phys. Rev. ST Accel. Beams 17, 021301 (2014)

021301-3



ACHIP - Work on all individual aspects 
and build a full miniature  
accelerator
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Abstract

Structures for Time-Resolved Instrumentation
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ACHIP is an international collaboration, funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, whose goal is to demonstrate that laser-driven 
accelerator on a chip can be integrated to fully build an accelerator based on dielectric structures. PSI will provide access to the high bright-
ness electron beam of SwissFEL to test structures, approaches and methods towards achieving the final goal of the project.
In this contribution, we will describe the two interaction chambers installed on SwissFEL to perform the proof-of-principle experiments. In 
particular, we will present the positioning system for the samples, the magnets needed to focus the beam to sub-micrometre dimensions 
and the diagnostics to measure beam properties at the interaction point. 

DESY

Injector chamber (low energy)

Load-lock equipped chamber

Switchyard chamber (high energy)

Beam-double pillar structure interaction
Transmitting an electron beam through the small aperture of the 
dielectric structures proposed for the ACHIP project is an experi-
ment in itself. We will use a suitably expanded structure and low 
energy electrons to test the ability to fully transmit the electron 
beam through it. As wakefields could potentially seriously degrade 
the electron beam quality, we will evaluate the effect of the inter-
action of the electron beam with the double pillar structure, by 
measuring the emittance and energy distribution after the interac-
tion, for different bunch charges and electron beam lengths. 

Processional magnetization reversal of ferromagnets
Modern magnetic recording technology demands operational speeds far beyond the nanosecond regime, which require the investigation 
of magnetic excitations on a time scale much shorter than the spin lattice relaxation time (~100 ps). The experiment would provide a visual 
demonstration of switching on picosecond timescales for in-plane and out of plane magnetic nanostructures, by using the electron beam 
field as the magnetic pulse excitation. After exposure to the electron beam, the samples will be measured using scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The samples inserted in the SwissFEL electron beam were 25 nm 
thick in-plane magnetized Ni80Fe20 Py islands of length 500 nm and width 250 nm.

Radiation hardness testing of dielectrics
To consider dielectric structures as the basis for a linear electron accelerator of significant current, the effect of sending a high-power elec-
tron beam through the micron-scale apertures typical in optical scale dielectric accelerators must be fully understood. In addition to the 
effects of wakefields and Coulomb repulsion on the beam, the beam-induced damage on the dielectric material itself needs to be studied. 
Therefore, the 350 MeV electron beam at the SwissFEL injector chamber has been used to study the radiation hardness of the materials pro-
posed to be the components of DLAs, e.g. Al2O3, SiC, and Si, by placing directly in the path of the electron beam. The materials have been 
examined for signs of structural damage under an optical microscope and an SEM. 

Test of wire-scanners with sub-μm resolution
This experiment aimed at testing the prototype of a wire scanner 
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution. The geometrical resolution 
of a standard wire scanner depends on the wire width: the smaller 
the width, the higher the resolution. Instead of metallic wires 
stretched onto a wire-fork, the prototypes were fabricated using 
nanotechnology fabrication techniques, based on electron beam 
lithography on a Silicon chip with a central Si3N4 membrane. On 
the membrane two metal (Au or Ni) wires are electroplated. The 
improvement of the resolution is critical for the ACHIP project as in 
the high-energy chamber experiment the electron beam will have 
sub-μm size. In the experiments we tested UH-vacuum and radia-
tion robustness, as well as performing transverse profile measure-
ments with the smallest beam sizes possible. Comparison with a 
traditional a 5μm W wire has also been performed.

Longitudinal and transverse phase space of the e-beam at IP

Availability: start of 2018

Optics for IP and spectrometer

Permanent magnet quadrupoleExperiments in the injector chamber
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accelerator on a chip can be integrated to fully build an accelerator based on dielectric structures. PSI will provide access to the high bright-
ness electron beam of SwissFEL to test structures, approaches and methods towards achieving the final goal of the project.
In this contribution, we will describe the two interaction chambers installed on SwissFEL to perform the proof-of-principle experiments. In 
particular, we will present the positioning system for the samples, the magnets needed to focus the beam to sub-micrometre dimensions 
and the diagnostics to measure beam properties at the interaction point. 

DESY

Injector chamber (low energy)

Load-lock equipped chamber

Switchyard chamber (high energy)

Beam-double pillar structure interaction
Transmitting an electron beam through the small aperture of the 
dielectric structures proposed for the ACHIP project is an experi-
ment in itself. We will use a suitably expanded structure and low 
energy electrons to test the ability to fully transmit the electron 
beam through it. As wakefields could potentially seriously degrade 
the electron beam quality, we will evaluate the effect of the inter-
action of the electron beam with the double pillar structure, by 
measuring the emittance and energy distribution after the interac-
tion, for different bunch charges and electron beam lengths. 

Processional magnetization reversal of ferromagnets
Modern magnetic recording technology demands operational speeds far beyond the nanosecond regime, which require the investigation 
of magnetic excitations on a time scale much shorter than the spin lattice relaxation time (~100 ps). The experiment would provide a visual 
demonstration of switching on picosecond timescales for in-plane and out of plane magnetic nanostructures, by using the electron beam 
field as the magnetic pulse excitation. After exposure to the electron beam, the samples will be measured using scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The samples inserted in the SwissFEL electron beam were 25 nm 
thick in-plane magnetized Ni80Fe20 Py islands of length 500 nm and width 250 nm.

Radiation hardness testing of dielectrics
To consider dielectric structures as the basis for a linear electron accelerator of significant current, the effect of sending a high-power elec-
tron beam through the micron-scale apertures typical in optical scale dielectric accelerators must be fully understood. In addition to the 
effects of wakefields and Coulomb repulsion on the beam, the beam-induced damage on the dielectric material itself needs to be studied. 
Therefore, the 350 MeV electron beam at the SwissFEL injector chamber has been used to study the radiation hardness of the materials pro-
posed to be the components of DLAs, e.g. Al2O3, SiC, and Si, by placing directly in the path of the electron beam. The materials have been 
examined for signs of structural damage under an optical microscope and an SEM. 

Test of wire-scanners with sub-μm resolution
This experiment aimed at testing the prototype of a wire scanner 
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution. The geometrical resolution 
of a standard wire scanner depends on the wire width: the smaller 
the width, the higher the resolution. Instead of metallic wires 
stretched onto a wire-fork, the prototypes were fabricated using 
nanotechnology fabrication techniques, based on electron beam 
lithography on a Silicon chip with a central Si3N4 membrane. On 
the membrane two metal (Au or Ni) wires are electroplated. The 
improvement of the resolution is critical for the ACHIP project as in 
the high-energy chamber experiment the electron beam will have 
sub-μm size. In the experiments we tested UH-vacuum and radia-
tion robustness, as well as performing transverse profile measure-
ments with the smallest beam sizes possible. Comparison with a 
traditional a 5μm W wire has also been performed.

Longitudinal and transverse phase space of the e-beam at IP

Availability: start of 2018

Optics for IP and spectrometer

Permanent magnet quadrupoleExperiments in the injector chamber
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•Currently	on-going	
•Radiation	hardness	testing	of	dielectric	structures	&	materials	 
(ACHIP	collaboration)	

•Processional	magnetisation	reversal	of	ferromagnets	  
(PSI	internal	research)	

•Beam-double	pillar	  
structure	interaction	 
(ACHIP	collaboration)	

•Test	of	wire	scanners	with	 
sub-µm	resolution	  
(PSI	internal	research)	

•Got	any	ideas	for	other	  
experiments?	

So what kind of experiments 
can you do with the injector 
chamber? 
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Sample	installation	at	SwissFEL



Radiation hardness testing of 
dielectric structures & materials
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Team	at	FAU:	Josh	McNeur,	Peter	Hommelhoff

Sapphire	sample
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First	results	presented	right	now	at:	38th	International	Free	Electron	Laser	Conference 
20-25	August,	2017,	Santa	Fe,	NM,	USA

1	µm  
Gold	wire

Measuring	a	3	µm	RMS	electron	beam

• Idea:	Use	nanofabrication	of	sub-
micrometer	metallic	stripes	on	a	
membrane	via	e-beam	lithography

On-going	master	thesis	of	Simona	Borrelli

Sub-Micrometer Resolution, 
Nanotechnology Based Wire 
Scanners for Beam Profile 
Measurements at SwissFEL



Chamber in ATHOS
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ACHIP is an international collaboration, funded by the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation, whose goal is to demonstrate that laser-driven 
accelerator on a chip can be integrated to fully build an accelerator based on dielectric structures. PSI will provide access to the high bright-
ness electron beam of SwissFEL to test structures, approaches and methods towards achieving the final goal of the project.
In this contribution, we will describe the two interaction chambers installed on SwissFEL to perform the proof-of-principle experiments. In 
particular, we will present the positioning system for the samples, the magnets needed to focus the beam to sub-micrometre dimensions 
and the diagnostics to measure beam properties at the interaction point. 

DESY

Injector chamber (low energy)

Load-lock equipped chamber

Switchyard chamber (high energy)

Beam-double pillar structure interaction
Transmitting an electron beam through the small aperture of the 
dielectric structures proposed for the ACHIP project is an experi-
ment in itself. We will use a suitably expanded structure and low 
energy electrons to test the ability to fully transmit the electron 
beam through it. As wakefields could potentially seriously degrade 
the electron beam quality, we will evaluate the effect of the inter-
action of the electron beam with the double pillar structure, by 
measuring the emittance and energy distribution after the interac-
tion, for different bunch charges and electron beam lengths. 

Processional magnetization reversal of ferromagnets
Modern magnetic recording technology demands operational speeds far beyond the nanosecond regime, which require the investigation 
of magnetic excitations on a time scale much shorter than the spin lattice relaxation time (~100 ps). The experiment would provide a visual 
demonstration of switching on picosecond timescales for in-plane and out of plane magnetic nanostructures, by using the electron beam 
field as the magnetic pulse excitation. After exposure to the electron beam, the samples will be measured using scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The samples inserted in the SwissFEL electron beam were 25 nm 
thick in-plane magnetized Ni80Fe20 Py islands of length 500 nm and width 250 nm.

Radiation hardness testing of dielectrics
To consider dielectric structures as the basis for a linear electron accelerator of significant current, the effect of sending a high-power elec-
tron beam through the micron-scale apertures typical in optical scale dielectric accelerators must be fully understood. In addition to the 
effects of wakefields and Coulomb repulsion on the beam, the beam-induced damage on the dielectric material itself needs to be studied. 
Therefore, the 350 MeV electron beam at the SwissFEL injector chamber has been used to study the radiation hardness of the materials pro-
posed to be the components of DLAs, e.g. Al2O3, SiC, and Si, by placing directly in the path of the electron beam. The materials have been 
examined for signs of structural damage under an optical microscope and an SEM. 

Test of wire-scanners with sub-μm resolution
This experiment aimed at testing the prototype of a wire scanner 
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution. The geometrical resolution 
of a standard wire scanner depends on the wire width: the smaller 
the width, the higher the resolution. Instead of metallic wires 
stretched onto a wire-fork, the prototypes were fabricated using 
nanotechnology fabrication techniques, based on electron beam 
lithography on a Silicon chip with a central Si3N4 membrane. On 
the membrane two metal (Au or Ni) wires are electroplated. The 
improvement of the resolution is critical for the ACHIP project as in 
the high-energy chamber experiment the electron beam will have 
sub-μm size. In the experiments we tested UH-vacuum and radia-
tion robustness, as well as performing transverse profile measure-
ments with the smallest beam sizes possible. Comparison with a 
traditional a 5μm W wire has also been performed.

Longitudinal and transverse phase space of the e-beam at IP

Availability: start of 2018

Optics for IP and spectrometer

Permanent magnet quadrupoleExperiments in the injector chamber

• Interaction	of	laser	with	electron	
beam	inside	of	dielectric	
structure	

• Goal:	1	MeV	energy	gain
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particular, we will present the positioning system for the samples, the magnets needed to focus the beam to sub-micrometre dimensions 
and the diagnostics to measure beam properties at the interaction point. 
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Beam-double pillar structure interaction
Transmitting an electron beam through the small aperture of the 
dielectric structures proposed for the ACHIP project is an experi-
ment in itself. We will use a suitably expanded structure and low 
energy electrons to test the ability to fully transmit the electron 
beam through it. As wakefields could potentially seriously degrade 
the electron beam quality, we will evaluate the effect of the inter-
action of the electron beam with the double pillar structure, by 
measuring the emittance and energy distribution after the interac-
tion, for different bunch charges and electron beam lengths. 

Processional magnetization reversal of ferromagnets
Modern magnetic recording technology demands operational speeds far beyond the nanosecond regime, which require the investigation 
of magnetic excitations on a time scale much shorter than the spin lattice relaxation time (~100 ps). The experiment would provide a visual 
demonstration of switching on picosecond timescales for in-plane and out of plane magnetic nanostructures, by using the electron beam 
field as the magnetic pulse excitation. After exposure to the electron beam, the samples will be measured using scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The samples inserted in the SwissFEL electron beam were 25 nm 
thick in-plane magnetized Ni80Fe20 Py islands of length 500 nm and width 250 nm.

Radiation hardness testing of dielectrics
To consider dielectric structures as the basis for a linear electron accelerator of significant current, the effect of sending a high-power elec-
tron beam through the micron-scale apertures typical in optical scale dielectric accelerators must be fully understood. In addition to the 
effects of wakefields and Coulomb repulsion on the beam, the beam-induced damage on the dielectric material itself needs to be studied. 
Therefore, the 350 MeV electron beam at the SwissFEL injector chamber has been used to study the radiation hardness of the materials pro-
posed to be the components of DLAs, e.g. Al2O3, SiC, and Si, by placing directly in the path of the electron beam. The materials have been 
examined for signs of structural damage under an optical microscope and an SEM. 

Test of wire-scanners with sub-μm resolution
This experiment aimed at testing the prototype of a wire scanner 
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution. The geometrical resolution 
of a standard wire scanner depends on the wire width: the smaller 
the width, the higher the resolution. Instead of metallic wires 
stretched onto a wire-fork, the prototypes were fabricated using 
nanotechnology fabrication techniques, based on electron beam 
lithography on a Silicon chip with a central Si3N4 membrane. On 
the membrane two metal (Au or Ni) wires are electroplated. The 
improvement of the resolution is critical for the ACHIP project as in 
the high-energy chamber experiment the electron beam will have 
sub-μm size. In the experiments we tested UH-vacuum and radia-
tion robustness, as well as performing transverse profile measure-
ments with the smallest beam sizes possible. Comparison with a 
traditional a 5μm W wire has also been performed.

Longitudinal and transverse phase space of the e-beam at IP

Availability: start of 2018

Optics for IP and spectrometer

Permanent magnet quadrupoleExperiments in the injector chamber

Permanent	  
magnet	  

quadrupoles 
(movable)



• Build	and	install	the	main	chamber	
• In	parallel:	laser	room	
• Initial	experiments	are	scheduled	for	2018,	after	
installation	

• Final	goal:	1	MeV	net	acceleration	of	the	full	electron	
beam

What’s next?
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Beam-double pillar structure interaction
Transmitting an electron beam through the small aperture of the 
dielectric structures proposed for the ACHIP project is an experi-
ment in itself. We will use a suitably expanded structure and low 
energy electrons to test the ability to fully transmit the electron 
beam through it. As wakefields could potentially seriously degrade 
the electron beam quality, we will evaluate the effect of the inter-
action of the electron beam with the double pillar structure, by 
measuring the emittance and energy distribution after the interac-
tion, for different bunch charges and electron beam lengths. 

Processional magnetization reversal of ferromagnets
Modern magnetic recording technology demands operational speeds far beyond the nanosecond regime, which require the investigation 
of magnetic excitations on a time scale much shorter than the spin lattice relaxation time (~100 ps). The experiment would provide a visual 
demonstration of switching on picosecond timescales for in-plane and out of plane magnetic nanostructures, by using the electron beam 
field as the magnetic pulse excitation. After exposure to the electron beam, the samples will be measured using scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The samples inserted in the SwissFEL electron beam were 25 nm 
thick in-plane magnetized Ni80Fe20 Py islands of length 500 nm and width 250 nm.

Radiation hardness testing of dielectrics
To consider dielectric structures as the basis for a linear electron accelerator of significant current, the effect of sending a high-power elec-
tron beam through the micron-scale apertures typical in optical scale dielectric accelerators must be fully understood. In addition to the 
effects of wakefields and Coulomb repulsion on the beam, the beam-induced damage on the dielectric material itself needs to be studied. 
Therefore, the 350 MeV electron beam at the SwissFEL injector chamber has been used to study the radiation hardness of the materials pro-
posed to be the components of DLAs, e.g. Al2O3, SiC, and Si, by placing directly in the path of the electron beam. The materials have been 
examined for signs of structural damage under an optical microscope and an SEM. 

Test of wire-scanners with sub-μm resolution
This experiment aimed at testing the prototype of a wire scanner 
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution. The geometrical resolution 
of a standard wire scanner depends on the wire width: the smaller 
the width, the higher the resolution. Instead of metallic wires 
stretched onto a wire-fork, the prototypes were fabricated using 
nanotechnology fabrication techniques, based on electron beam 
lithography on a Silicon chip with a central Si3N4 membrane. On 
the membrane two metal (Au or Ni) wires are electroplated. The 
improvement of the resolution is critical for the ACHIP project as in 
the high-energy chamber experiment the electron beam will have 
sub-μm size. In the experiments we tested UH-vacuum and radia-
tion robustness, as well as performing transverse profile measure-
ments with the smallest beam sizes possible. Comparison with a 
traditional a 5μm W wire has also been performed.

Longitudinal and transverse phase space of the e-beam at IP
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The challenge
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Accelerate	an	electron	beam	using	a	laser,	“mediated”	by	a	dielectric	
structure	(net	accelerating	field)

The	dimensions	of	the	structure	
are	determinate	by	the	
wavelength	of	the	laser	

The	electron	beam	must	have	
transverse	dimensions	smaller	
than	the	dielectric	structure.

The	electron	beam	of	SwissFEL	is	the	ideal	
candidate	to	perform	experiments	at	relativistic	

energies		

The	whole	beam	could	pass	through	the	
structure	(without	losses)	thanks	to	the	small	
transverse	emittance	(~100	nm	or	less)	and	

higher	energy.	

A	dedicated	vacuum	chamber	is	needed	to	perform	
such	experiments
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Beam-double pillar structure interaction
Transmitting an electron beam through the small aperture of the 
dielectric structures proposed for the ACHIP project is an experi-
ment in itself. We will use a suitably expanded structure and low 
energy electrons to test the ability to fully transmit the electron 
beam through it. As wakefields could potentially seriously degrade 
the electron beam quality, we will evaluate the effect of the inter-
action of the electron beam with the double pillar structure, by 
measuring the emittance and energy distribution after the interac-
tion, for different bunch charges and electron beam lengths. 

Processional magnetization reversal of ferromagnets
Modern magnetic recording technology demands operational speeds far beyond the nanosecond regime, which require the investigation 
of magnetic excitations on a time scale much shorter than the spin lattice relaxation time (~100 ps). The experiment would provide a visual 
demonstration of switching on picosecond timescales for in-plane and out of plane magnetic nanostructures, by using the electron beam 
field as the magnetic pulse excitation. After exposure to the electron beam, the samples will be measured using scanning transmission 
X-ray microscopy (STXM) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD). The samples inserted in the SwissFEL electron beam were 25 nm 
thick in-plane magnetized Ni80Fe20 Py islands of length 500 nm and width 250 nm.

Radiation hardness testing of dielectrics
To consider dielectric structures as the basis for a linear electron accelerator of significant current, the effect of sending a high-power elec-
tron beam through the micron-scale apertures typical in optical scale dielectric accelerators must be fully understood. In addition to the 
effects of wakefields and Coulomb repulsion on the beam, the beam-induced damage on the dielectric material itself needs to be studied. 
Therefore, the 350 MeV electron beam at the SwissFEL injector chamber has been used to study the radiation hardness of the materials pro-
posed to be the components of DLAs, e.g. Al2O3, SiC, and Si, by placing directly in the path of the electron beam. The materials have been 
examined for signs of structural damage under an optical microscope and an SEM. 

Test of wire-scanners with sub-μm resolution
This experiment aimed at testing the prototype of a wire scanner 
with sub-micrometre spatial resolution. The geometrical resolution 
of a standard wire scanner depends on the wire width: the smaller 
the width, the higher the resolution. Instead of metallic wires 
stretched onto a wire-fork, the prototypes were fabricated using 
nanotechnology fabrication techniques, based on electron beam 
lithography on a Silicon chip with a central Si3N4 membrane. On 
the membrane two metal (Au or Ni) wires are electroplated. The 
improvement of the resolution is critical for the ACHIP project as in 
the high-energy chamber experiment the electron beam will have 
sub-μm size. In the experiments we tested UH-vacuum and radia-
tion robustness, as well as performing transverse profile measure-
ments with the smallest beam sizes possible. Comparison with a 
traditional a 5μm W wire has also been performed.

Longitudinal and transverse phase space of the e-beam at IP

Availability: start of 2018

Optics for IP and spectrometer

Permanent magnet quadrupoleExperiments in the injector chamber

Chamber	in	injector Chamber	in	Athos

Reference	to	Eugenio’s	FEL	paper
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Beam-double pillar structure 
interaction  

Transmitting	an	electron	beam	through	the	small	aperture	of	the	dielectric	
structures	proposed	for	the	ACHIP	project	is	an	experiment	in	itself.	We	
will	use	a	suitably	expanded	structure	and	low	energy	electrons	to	test	the	
ability	to	fully	transmit	the	electron	beam	through	it.	As	wakefields	could	
potentially	seriously	degrade	the	electron	beam	quality,	we	will	evaluate	
the	effect	of	the	interaction	of	the	electron	beam	with	the	double	pillar	
structure,	by	measuring	the	emittance	and	energy	distribution	after	the	
interaction,	for	different	bunch	charges	and	electron	beam	lengths.		



Processional magnetization 
reversal of ferromagnets
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Modern	magnetic	recording	technology	demands	operational	speeds	far	beyond	
the	nanosecond	regime,	which	require	the	investigation	of	magnetic	excitations	
on	a	time	scale	much	shorter	than	the	spin	lattice	relaxation	time	(~100	ps).	The	
experiment	would	provide	a	visual	demonstration	of	switching	on	picosecond	
timescales	for	in-plane	and	out	of	plane	magnetic	nanostructures,	by	using	the	
electron	beam	eld	as	the	magnetic	pulse	excitation.	After	exposure	to	the	
electron	beam,	the	samples	will	be	measured	using	scanning	transmission	X-ray	
microscopy	(STXM)	and	X-ray	magnetic	circular	dichroism	(XMCD).	The	samples	
inserted	in	the	SwissFEL	electron	beam	were	25	nm	thick	in-plane	magnetized	
Ni80Fe20	Py	islands	of	length	500	nm	and	width	250	nm.		
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Radiation hardness testing of 
dielectrics

To	consider	dielectric	structures	as	the	basis	for	a	linear	electron	accelerator	of	
significant	current,	the	effect	of	sending	a	high-power	electron	beam	through	the	
micron-scale	apertures	typical	in	optical	scale	dielectric	accelerators	must	be	fully	
understood.	In	addition	to	the	effects	of	wakefields	and	Coulomb	repulsion	on	the	
beam,	the	beam-induced	damage	on	the	dielectric	material	itself	needs	to	be	
studied.	Therefore,	the	350	MeV	electron	beam	at	the	SwissFEL	injector	chamber	
has	been	used	to	study	the	radiation	hardness	of	the	materials	pro-	posed	to	be	the	
components	of	DLAs,	e.g.	Al2O3,	SiC,	and	Si,	by	placing	directly	in	the	path	of	the	
electron	beam.	The	materials	have	been	examined	for	signs	of	structural	damage	
under	an	optical	microscope	and	an	SEM.		


